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Neurons establish specific synaptic connections
with their targets, a process that is highly regulated.
Numerous cell adhesion molecules have been impli-
cated in target recognition, but how these proteins
are precisely trafficked and targeted is poorly under-
stood. To identify components that affect synaptic
specificity, we carried out a forward genetic screen
in the Drosophila eye. We identified a gene, named
ric1 homologue (rich), whose loss leads to synaptic
specificity defects. Loss of rich leads to reduction
of N-Cadherin in the photoreceptor cell synapses
but not of other proteins implicated in target recogni-
tion, including Sec15, DLAR, Jelly belly, and PTP69D.
The Rich protein binds to Rab6, and Rab6 mutants
display very similar phenotypes as the rich mutants.
The active form of Rab6 strongly suppresses the rich
synaptic specificity defect, indicating that Rab6 is
regulated by Rich. We propose that Rich activates
Rab6 to regulate N-Cadherin trafficking and affects
synaptic specificity.
INTRODUCTION
Neurons establish precise synaptic connections with their
targets, which is crucial for the assembly of functional neural
circuits. To achieve this, neurons integrate numerous signals
that allow them to decide when to extend their growth cones,
to follow a specific route, to determine when to fasciculate or
defasciculate, and when to stop and form synaptic connections.
Improper synapse formation may lead to cognitive diseases and
mental retardation such as autism spectrum disorders (McAllis-
ter, 2007; Su¨dhof, 2008) or neurodegenerative disorders (Haass
and Selkoe, 2007). Hence, providing a molecular framework to
understand how neurons form proper synapses remains an
important endeavor.
TheDrosophila visual system is an excellent model to untangle
this type of question because of its stereotyped structure, welldocumented cellular behavior, accessibility to genetic manipula-
tion, and because the homologs of numerous fly proteins play
similar roles in vertebrates (Kunes and Steller, 1993; Meinertzha-
gen and Hanson, 1993; Sanes and Zipursky, 2010). The adult
Drosophila compound eye contains 800 small units called
ommatidia, each of which comprises eight photoreceptor (PR)
cells, R1–R8. R1–R6 cells are outer PR cells, that synapse in
the first optic ganglion, the lamina, to form a primary visual
map. In the lamina, terminals of PR cells and postsynaptic
neurons form repeated modules called cartridges. Each
cartridge contains six PR terminals that originate from six
different ommatidia. Hence, each cartridge receives input from
a single point in space. Improper organization of the cartridges
often leads to visual map disruption and abnormal optomotor
behavior (Clandinin and Zipursky, 2000). The inner PR cells, R7
and R8, project their axons through the lamina and stop in two
distinct layers, M6 and M3, in the medulla where they make
precise synaptic connections with the postsynaptic cells (Kunes
and Steller, 1993; Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993; Sanes and
Zipursky, 2010; Ting and Lee, 2007; Tomasi et al., 2008). The
formation of specific synaptic connections between R cells
and postsynaptic cells relies upon a complex bidirectional
interaction between R cells and their targets. To date, many
molecules have been identified that play pivotal roles in this
targeting process (Giagtzoglou et al., 2009), including cell
adhesion molecules (Lee et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2003;
Senti et al., 2003), signaling molecules (Bazigou et al., 2007;
Clandinin et al., 2001; Garrity et al., 1999; Hofmeyer et al.,
2006; Newsome et al., 2000; Ruan et al., 1999), transcriptional
factors (Morey et al., 2008; Petrovic and Hummel, 2008; Rao
et al., 2000; Senti et al., 2000), and molecules that affect protein
trafficking (Mehta et al., 2005).
N-Cadherin (CadN) is a Ca2+ dependent cell adhesion
molecule (Shapiro et al., 2007) that plays an important role in
synapse formation in the developing nervous system (Clandinin
et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2001; Nern et al., 2005; Prakash et al.,
2005; Ting et al., 2005). In Drosophila eyes, loss of CadN leads
to targeting defects of the photoreceptors in lamina andmedulla:
R1–R6 growth cones fail to extend from the ommatidial bundle
and are not able to select appropriate synaptic partners (Prakash
et al., 2005); moreover, R7 cells often terminate in an improper
medulla layer. In addition, the lamina neurons require CadN forNeuron 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 447
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Rich Regulates PR Cell Targeting and CadN via Rab6layer-specific termination of their axons (Nern et al., 2008). CadN
mediated homophilic interactions between pre- and postsyn-
aptic cells are thought to be key for synaptic partner selection.
However, it is still unclear how the cell type specific function of
CadN is achieved since CadN is widely expressed in the brain
(Lee et al., 2001). In cultured mouse hippocampal neurons,
CadN undergoes both constitutive and activity dependent
endocytosis and recycling, which is critical for synaptic plasticity
(Tai et al., 2007). It has been reported that the CadN expression
pattern is highly dynamic during fly eye development but how it is
regulated is unknown (Matthews et al., 2008; Nern et al., 2008).
It is therefore interesting to establish how trafficking of CadN
contributes to the dynamic changes of its expression pattern
and determines PR cell targeting specificity. Here, we present
evidence that Rab6, and its potential GEF protein Rich, control
PR cell target selection by regulating CadN.
Rab6 is a small GTPase that is present in the Golgi apparatus
as well as cytoplasmic vesicles (Del Nery et al., 2006; Martinez
et al., 1994; Opdam et al., 2000; Utskarpen et al., 2006). Rab6
recruits the dynein motor complex and plays an important role
in microtubule dependent retrograde transport from the endo-
some to the Golgi and from the Golgi to the ER (Girod et al.,
1999; Martinez et al., 1997; Matanis et al., 2002; Short et al.,
2002; White et al., 1999). In addition, Rab6 also directs targeting
of secretory vesicles to the plasma membrane (Coutelis and
Ephrussi, 2007; Grigoriev et al., 2007; Januschke et al., 2007).
Like other GTPases, Rab6 alternates between a GTP-bound
active form and a GDP-bound inactive form. The GEF proteins
unload GDP from Rab GTPases to generate active GTP loaded
Rabs (Stenmark, 2009). To date, the only Rab6 GEF that has
been characterized is a yeast protein complex comprised of
two proteins Ric1p andRgp1p. TheRic1p-Rgp1p complex binds
to Ypt6p, the yeast Rab6 homolog, in a nucleotide-dependent
manner. The purified complex stimulates guanine nucleotide
exchange on Ypt6p (Siniossoglou et al., 2000). Rab6 is highly
conserved in eukaryotes. However, both Ric1 and Rgp1 are
only present in budding yeast, although related proteins contain-
ing RIC1 domains as well as other domains or Rgp1 domains can
be identified in higher eukaryotes.
In a forward genetic screen, we isolated a complementation
group in which the PR cells display defects in synaptic
specificity. We mapped the lesions to a novel gene CG9063
that encodes a protein containing a RIC1 domain as well as other
domains. Our data indicate that this protein is required for proper
synaptic specificity in the eye and antenna lobe (AL) by regu-
lating CadN trafficking via Rab6.
RESULTS
Identification of a New Complementation Group
that Affects Photoreceptor Cell Specificity
To isolate new genes involved in synapse development and
function, we carried out an F1 genetic screen in the Drosophila
visual system (Ohyama et al., 2007; Verstreken et al., 2003). By
creating clones of randomly induced mutations with the eyFLP
system, we identify mutations that fail to evoke a postsynaptic
response in electroretinograms (ERGs). Lack of an ‘‘on’’ and
‘‘off’’ response indicates aberrant communication between the448 Neuron 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.presynaptic photoreceptors (R1–R6) and the postsynaptic
lamina neurons (L1–3). These defects can be due to defects in
synaptic transmission or a failure in synapse formation or
synaptic partner selection (Mehta et al., 2005). From a screen
of about 50,000 mutagenized chromosomes on arm 3L, we iso-
lated several essential complementation groups, including one
which consists of two homozygous lethal alleles: 3L61 and
3L62. The eyFLP mosaic mutant animals display small ‘‘on’’
and ‘‘off’’ transients in ERGs (Figure 1A), indicating that the
mutant photoreceptors fail to transmit information to their
targets. Note that the amplitude of depolarizations in these
mutant are fairly normal, indicating that the mutant photorecep-
tors can capture photons and produce graded potentials, sug-
gesting that the phototransduction pathway is essentially
normal.
To determine whether the failure to evoke a postsynaptic
response is due to defects in R cell connectivity, we investigated
the morphology of the terminals of the outer PR cells, R1–R6, in
the lamina.We labeled the R2–R5with Ro-tau-lacZ (Garrity et al.,
1999; see Figures S1A and S1B available online) in the third-
instar larval brains and the R1–R6 with Rh1 GFP (Ratnakumar
and Desplan, 2004b; Figures S1C and S1D) in the adult brains.
In the eyFLP; 3L61mutant animals, the outer PR axons correctly
target to the lamina layer at both stages, indicating that 3L61 is
not required for the lamina layer targeting of the outer PR cells.
To analyze cartridge organization and ultrastructural features
of the R1–R6 axon termini, we performed transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) of the lamina. Photoreceptor terminals were
identified based on the presence of glial invaginations (capitate
projections) (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993). Although the
mutant epithelial glial cells are thinner than in wild-type, the
cartridges are readily identifiable in 3L61 and 3L62 mutants.
The mutant cartridges contain a highly variable number of PR
cell terminals ranging from 3 to 8 (Figures 1B and 1C). However,
in these missorted cartridges, active zone integrity, vesicle
density, and capitate projections are normal (Figure 1B) as is
often observed in targeting mutants (Hiesinger et al., 2006). In
summary, the axons of the outer PR target to the correct layer
but proper cartridge formation is impaired.
R7 Cells Fail to Target to the M6 Layers in 3L6 Mutants
To determine if the terminals of R7 andR8 are layered correctly in
the M6 and M3 layers of the lamina, we revealed them with
Chaoptin (mAb24B10). Staining of the eyFLP; 3L6 mutant
medulla revealed a few ‘‘gaps’’ as if some R7 terminals are
‘‘missing’’ (Figure 1D). This pattern is similar to that observed
inCadN (Lee et al., 2001) and Liprin amutants (Choe et al., 2006;
Hofmeyer et al., 2006) in which R7 axons fail to terminate at the
M6 layer, but rather target the M3 layer. However, the observed
‘‘gaps’’ may also be caused by a loss of R7 cells. We therefore
stained third-instar larval eye discs with anti-Elav (Figures S2A
and S2B) and 24B10 antibodies (Figures S2C and S2D) to reveal
the differentiation of neurons and R cells. To determine if specific
PR cells were properly identified, we also labeled R4 cells with
mDGFP (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Figures S2E and S2F), R7 cells
with 181Gal4 GFP (Lee et al., 2001; Figures S2C and S2D), and
R8 cells with anti-Senseless (Nolo et al., 2000; Figures S2A
and S2B). We observed no difference in staining pattern for
Figure 1. Isolation of 3L6 Mutants in an
eyFLP Screen
(A) Electroretinogram traces (ERG) of control flies
(CTL), mutant flies (3L61, 3L62), and mutant flies
carrying a genomic rescue fragment (Rescue). The
ERG profiles of the mutant flies show diminished
‘‘on and off’’ transients but normal depolarization
in response to light.
(B) TEM of cartridges from a control, 3L61, 3L62,
and a rescued fly. The photoreceptor terminals are
marked in blue.
(C) Distribution of photoreceptor terminals per-
cartridge for wild-type (n = 31 cartridges from 3
animals), mutant (3L61: n = 52 from 3 animals;
3L62: n = 32 from 3 animals), and rescued flies
(n = 43 cartridges from 3 animals).
(D) The R7 and R8 projection patterns (24B10
staining) of a control animal, a 3L61mutant, a 3L62
mutant, aCadND14mutant, a Liprin aemutant, and
a 3L61 rescued fly. The arrows indicate the mis-
targeted terminals. The genotypes of flies used in
this figure: control flies (y w eyFLP GMR-lacZ;
FRT80B iso / FRT80B cl, ubiGFP); 3L61 (y w eyFLP
GMRLacZ; FRT80B 3L61 / FRT80B cl, ubiGFP);
3L62 (y w eyFLP GMRLacZ; FRT80B 3L62 /
FRT80B cl, ubiGFP); rescued flies: (y w; rich-
gRE::VK37 / CyO; FRT80B 3L61); CadN (y w
eyFLP GMRlacZ; FRT40A CadND14 / FRT40A
ubiGFP); and Liprin a (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ;
FRT40A Liprin ae / FRT40A cl).
See also Figure S1.
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cating that the differentiation of PR cells is not affected in the
mutants. We then analyzed retinal thick sections of adult flies
and did not observe loss of R7 cells in the 3L6 mutants (Figures
S2G and S2H), although a rare ommatidium has an abnormal
morphology. In contrast, labeling of the R7 terminals with
UAS-Synaptotagmin GFP (SytGFP) drived by Pan-R7-Gal4
(Ratnakumar and Desplan, 2004a), showed that about 20%
(19.7% ± 3%, n = 268) of all R7 cell terminals fail to reach their
target layer M6 but target the M3 layer (Figures 2A, 2B, 2A0,
and 2B0) in the adult brains of eyFLP; 3L61 mutants. Note that
the targeting defect is an underestimate (see Figure 5B) since
we did not label the mutant clones and the 3L61 mutant clones
are small because of a growth disadvantage with respect to
heterozygous cells. Finally, we assessed the projection pattern
of R8 cells by labeling them with Rh6-GFP (Ratnakumar and
Desplan, 2003). 3L6 mutant animals do not exhibit any obvious
R8 targeting defects (Figures 2C, 2D, 2C0, and 2D0).
3L6 Mutants Correspond to CG9063
Since the phenotypes associated with loss of 3L6 are specific
and interesting, we performed meiotic recombination mapping
using P elements (Zhai et al., 2003). Rough mapping placed
3L6 in the 77A4–79F4 cytological interval. Deficiency mapping
mapped 3L6 to 79C2–80A4. As recombination frequencies are
extremely low in this interval, we generated four small overlap-
ping deficiency using FRT bearing P elements and PiggyBac
insertions (Parks et al., 2004; Thibault et al., 2004; Figure 3A).
Complementation tests narrowed the putative gene down to
six genes and sequencing revealed two premature stop codonsin CG9063 at amino acid (aa) 380 (3L61) and 1196 (3L62) (Fig-
ure 3A). Since 3L61 has an early stop codon, it is probably
a null or a strong hypomorphic allele, whereas the 3L62 allele
contains a late stop codon, indicating that it may be a hypomor-
phic allele of CG9063. These data are in agreement with all the
phenotypic data. Note that the 3L62 allele causes a weaker
ERG and R7 targeting defect than the 3L61 allele (Figures 1A,
1D, 7E, 7F, and 7M).
CG9063 is evolutionarily conserved over the full length of the
protein from worm to human and exhibits 40% identity and
54% aa similarity between the fly and human homolog (Fig-
ure 3B). However, their functions have not been studied in these
species. The protein encoded by CG9063 is predicted to have
WD40 domains as well as a RIC1 domain. The RIC1 domain,
but not the WD40 domain, is present in a yeast protein RIC1p
that interacts with Rgp1p. Together they form a GEF complex
for Ypt6p, a homolog of Rab6 in yeast (Siniossoglou et al.,
2000). Since the RIC1 domain is highly conserved across
species and the protein encoded by CG9063 is the only protein
containing a RIC1 domain in the fly, we named CG9063 rich, for
ric1 homolog. We renamed 3L61 as rich1 and 3L62 as rich2.
A genomic fragment that only contains rich rescues both the
lethality and the targeting phenotypes (Figure 1) of both alleles,
indicating that rich is the gene responsible for the mutant
phenotypes.
Expression of Rich in the Developing Visual System
To assess the expression pattern of Rich, we generated
antibodies against the N and C termini of the protein. As all anti-
bodies performed poorly in all assays, we generated a genomicNeuron 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 449
Figure 2. The R7 Cells Exhibit Targeting Defects in
the 3L6 Mutant Animals
(A, B, A0, and B0) A portion (19.7% ± 3%, n = 268) of the R7
cells in the 3L61 mutant animals fail to target to the M6
layers but instead terminate at the M3 layers. The R7 cells
were labeled with pan-R7 Gal4 that drives UAS-SytGFP
(green). The arrows indicate the mistargeted R7s.
(C, D, C0, and D0) The R8 cells have intact target patterns.
The R8 cells were labeled with Rh6-GFP (green), the
photoreceptor cells were labeled with 24B10 staining
(red).
(A0)–(D0) are the enlarged views of the boxed regions in
(A)–(D). The genotypes of flies used in this figure: CTL
(A and A0) (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ; PanR7 Gal4 / UAS-
SytGFP; FRT80B iso / FRT80B cl); 3L61 (B and B0) (y w
eyFLP GMRlacZ; PanR7 Gal4 / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80B
3L61 / FRT80B cl); CTL (C and C0) (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ;
Rh6GFP / CyO; FRT80B iso / FRT80B cl); 3L61 (D and D0)
(y w eyFLP GMRlacZ; Rh6GFP / CyO; FRT80B 3L61 /
FRT80B cl). See also Figure S2.
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and introduced it into the rich1 mutant background. This
construct rescues both the lethality and targeting phenotypes
of rich1 mutants, indicating that the tagged protein is functional.
At the third-instar larval stage (Figures 4A and 4B), Rich is
detected in most cells of the optic lobes. The enrichment in
the lamina and medulla neuropil is consistent with its role in
PR cell axon targeting. At the pupal stage, Rich is expressed
in PR cells, as well as the postsynaptic cells that form the
lamina plexus and medulla (Figures 4C and 4D). The expression
pattern of Rich substantially overlaps with that of CadN in the
optic lobe (Figures S3A and S3B). In summary, Rich is present
at the proper time and in the proper cells to account for the
observed targeting defects.
Rich Is Required in PR Cells for Targeting Specificity
Since Rich is present in the PR cells as well as the post-synaptic
cell types and the eyFLP system generatesmutant clones in both
cell types, it is not obvious whether Rich is required cell autono-
mously in the PR cells. To determine if Rich is required in PR
cells, we used ey3.5FLP (Chotard et al., 2005) in combination
with MARCM (Lee and Luo, 1999) to generate clones of GFP-
labeled rich1 homozygous mutant PR cells. In the medulla,
74% of themutant R7 cells (n = 175) fail to target to theM6 layers
showing that Rich is required in R cells for targeting specificity
(Figures 5A, 5B, 5A0, 5B0, and 5C). We also generated single
R7 cell mutant clones using the GMR FLP system (Lee et al.,
2001). These clones are induced late in PR development and
only affect 15% of the R7 cells. Interestingly, we did not observe450 Neuron 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.any mistargeting phenotype, possibly because
of perdurance (Figure S4). We therefore as-
sessed the phenotype of single mutant R7 cells
surrounded by wild-type R7s and R8s in the
ey3.5 FLP mutant animals. As shown in Fig-
ure 5D, 62.5% of the mutant R7 cells (n = 37)
fail to target to the M6 layer suggesting that
Rich functions cell autonomously in R7 cells.Similar to eyFLP, rich1 animals, ey3.5 FLP, rich1 animals also
display improper cartridge organization in the lamina (data not
shown).
Rich Is Enriched in the Golgi and Colocalizes with Rab6
In yeast, the RIC1p is part of a Rab6 GEF (Siniossoglou et al.,
2000) and Rab6 is localized to the Golgi as well as cytoplasmic
vesicles (Januschke et al., 2007; Martinez et al., 1997; Martinez
et al., 1994). Hence, Rich may function as a Golgi-associated
Rab6 GEF component and interact with Rab6. To localize
Rich, we expressed V5-tagged protein in Drosophila S2 cells
and stained with anti-V5 antibody and different Golgi markers,
including the cis-cisternal marker dGM130 (Kondylis et al.,
2001), the trans-cisternal marker dSyntaxin16 (dSyx16) (Xu
et al., 2002), and the medial-cisternal marker 120KD protein
(Stanley et al., 1997), as well as the ER marker Boca (Culi and
Mann, 2003). In Drosophila, Golgi cisternae are stacked but not
connected to form a ribbon like structure. The different Golgi
markers are closely apposed but do not fully overlap (Yano
et al., 2005). As shown in Figures 6A–6C and 6A0–6C0, Rich local-
izes next to the Golgi marker GM130 and Syx16 and partially co-
localizes with the 120KD protein, indicating it is in the Golgi
apparatus. In contrast, there is no overlap between Rich and
Boca (data not shown). As overexpression of Rich may affect
its subcellular expression pattern, we also determined the local-
izing of the genomic-tagged Rich protein in vivo in salivary
gland cells and pupal eye imaginal discs (Figures 6E, 6F, 6E0,
and 6F0). Consistent with the S2 cell data, Rich partially colocal-
izes with the 120KD protein. To test whether Rab6 and Rich are
Figure 3. 3L6 Encodes an Evolutionarily Con-
served Gene CG9063 (rich)
(A) Schematic showing the cytological interval and the
position of the P elements and the overlapping defi-
ciencies used to identify the genomic region of the 3L6.
The recombination rate is 5/876 for BG02493 and 0/820
for BG01780. ‘‘’’ indicates ‘‘fail to complement’’ and ‘‘+’’
indicates ‘‘complements’’ 3L61 and 2. The lower panel
shows genes in the region identified by deficiency
mapping and the genomic rescue fragment of rich
(red box).
(B) Schematic of the Rich protein showing the predicted
domains and the locations of the stop codons in 3L61 and
3L62. The bottom panel shows the homology (identity %;
similarity %) of WD40 repeats domain, RIC1 domain, and
overall protein sequence between Rich and its homologs
in humans, frogs, worms, and yeast.
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Rich in S2 cells and stained the cells with anti-GFP and anti-V5
antibodies. The signals of Rab6 and Rich overlap extensively,
suggesting a possible association of Rab6 and Rich (Figures
6D and 6D0). Note that Rich is present in the neuropil of the optic
lobes. Since the Golgi apparatus is barely detectable, in the
neuropil, Rich may also be present in vesicles in axons and
synapses (Figure 4). Interestingly, Rab6 is also localized in the
neuropil of optic lobes when we express Rab6YFP in the brain,
consistent with the presence of Rab6 in cytoplasmic vesicles
in addition to Golgi (Figures S3C, S3D, and S3E).
rich and Rab6 Mutants Display Similar Phenotypes
GTPases interconvert between GTP-bound and GDP-bound
forms. The GTP bound form activates downstream effectors.
The GDP bound form is an ‘‘inactive’’ form that has a high affinity
for theGEF protein. Once theGEF protein unloads theGDP, GTP
will bind the small GTPases and activate it (Stenmark, 2009).
If Rich is a Rab6 GEF, we expect that Rab6 cannot be activated
in rich mutants and that they may display similar phenotypes.
Indeed, eyFLP; Rab6 mutants display no ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ tran-
sients in the ERG recording profile (Figure 7A), very similar to
the ERG profiles of the rich mutants (Figure 1A). Before assess-
ing whether Rab6 mutants have PR targeting phenotypes, we
first assessed whether Rab6 mutant eyes have differentiation
defects. We stained the eye discs of the third-instar eyFLP;Rab6
mutant larvae with anti-24B10, anti-Elav, anti-Senseless (labelsNeuron 71, 4R8), and anti-Prospero (labels R7). The staining
patterns all appear normal, indicating that there
are no differentiation defects in Rab6 mutant
eyes (data not shown). We then labeled R7 cells
with Pan-R7 Gal4 and assessed the R7 target-
ing phenotypes of Rab6 mutants. 18.8% ± 3%
(n = 265) of the R7 cells in Rab6mutants (versus
19.7% ± 3% [n = 268] for rich1 mutants) fail
to target to the correct layers in the medulla
(Figures 7C, 7C0, and 7D).
The similarity in phenotype between Rab6
and rich mutant PR suggests that they function
in the same pathway. To test this hypothesis, weremoved one copy of Rab6 in the eyFLP; rich1 or eyFLP; rich2
mutant animals and quantified the R7 targeting defects in the
adult medulla. Rab6 heterozygous animals do not have R7
targeting defects, while the hypomorphic allele rich2 only has
weak R7 targeting defects (8.5% ± 2%, n = 329; Figures 7F
and 7M).We reasoned that loss of one copy ofRab6 in the partial
loss of function mutant rich2 would enhance the phenotype.
Indeed, loss of a copy of Rab6 enhanced the R7 targeting
defects in eyFLP; rich2 animals (17.0% ± 3%, n = 483) similar
to the rich1 mutant phenotype (compare Figures 7E and 7F to
7G; Figure 7M). However, loss of a copy ofRab6 does not modify
the R7 targeting defects of the null allele rich1 (19.0% ± 3%; n =
308; compare Figures 7E to 7H; Figure 7M). Hence, the pheno-
typic and genetic data strongly argue that rich and Rab6 indeed
function in a common pathway.
To provide additional evidence that Rich and Rab6 function
together, we overexpressed a constitutively active form of
Rab6 (Rab6CA) in rich1 mutant cells using the MARCM system.
This greatly suppressed the R7 targeting defects caused by
loss of rich. Moreover, overexpression of a dominant negative
form of Rab6 (Rab6DN) did not suppress or enhance the rich1
phenotype, indicating that Rich positively regulates Rab6
activity, possibly as a GEF (Figures 7I–7L and 7N).
To determine if Rab6 physically interacts with Rich, we overex-
pressed the WD40 domain (AA8–AA521) and RIC1 domain
(AA711–AA995) of Rich in S2 cells and performed GST pull-
down experiments using GST fusion proteins containing either47–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 451
Figure 4. Rich Is Expressed in the Developing Eye
(A) Hrp (green) and HA (red) staining of an optic-lobe of a control
animal (y w) at the third-instar larval stage. The HA antibody does
not detect nonspecific staining in the brain.
(B) The optic lobe of a rich mutant animal carrying a HA-Rich-
genomic rescue construct (rescue animal: HA-Rich-gRE::VK37;
FRT80B rich1) at the third-instar larval stage. At this stage, Rich is
enriched in the developing lamina (LA) and medulla (ME).
(C and D) The optic lobe of rescued animals at 15 hr and 50 hr after
pupa formation (APF). Rich is enriched in the lamina and medulla
neuropil.
(E) The eye disc of the rescued animal at 50 hr APF. Rich is
expressed in the PR cells.
See also Figure S3.
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protein tends to bind to the nucleotide-free form (e.g., Rab6WT)
or GDP-bound form (e.g., Rab6DN). Consistent with this, both
the WD40 domain and the RIC1 domain have a strong affinity
for Rab6WT and Rab6DN but not Rab6CA, suggesting that
Rich directly regulates Rab6 (Figure 7O).
To directly assess the GEF activity of Rich, we overexpressed
Rich in S2 cells and performedGTP exchange assay with the cell
lysate. In this experimental setting, a positive control, Tiam1,
showed proper GTP exchange activity for Rac1. However, we
did not observe an obvious GEF activity for Rich (Figure S5A).
A possible explanation is that similar to yeast, one or more other
proteins are required for Rich to control its GEF activity: e.g.,
Ric1p in yeast has to interact with Rgp1p to stimulate GTP
exchange of Ypt6p. In flies and vertebrates, there are Rgp1-
related genes that encode proteins containing a Rgp1 domain.
We cloned the sole Drosophila homolog of Rgp1, CG1116, and452 Neuron 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.expressed the CG1116-PB in S2 cells alone or
together with Rich. We performed the GEF assay
with the cell lysates and did not observe any GEF
activity. Similar results were obtained when we coex-
pressed yeast Rgp1 together with Drosophila Rich.
In yeast, Rgp1p and Ric1p tightly interact with each
other, but neither CG1115-PB or Rgp1p bind to Rich
in IP experiments (Figure S5B), suggesting that Rich
uses a different interactor to regulate Rab6 activity.
rich and CadN Function in a Common Pathway
Since Rab6 affects protein trafficking, we wondered
whether the targeting defects in rich and Rab6
mutants are due to mistrafficking of proteins that are
essential for PR cell targeting. We generated rich and
Rab6 mutant eyes and marked the mutant cells with
SytGFP using MARCM. We stained the lamina at
24 hr after puparium formation (APF) for proteins that
have been implicated in PR targeting, including
CadN (Lee et al., 2001), Sec15 (Mehta et al., 2005),
DLAR (Clandinin et al., 2001; Maurel-Zaffran et al.,
2001), PTP69D (Garrity et al., 1999; Newsome et al.,
2000), and Jelly belly (Jeb) (Bazigou et al., 2007).
Only CadN was found to be reduced inside the mutant
terminals (Figures 8 and S6A), while the distribution of
the other tested proteins are normal. We also per-formed real-time PCR of CadN in rich mutants heads and did
not observe an obvious change in RNA levels of CadN, indicating
that the reduction of CadN in the mutant terminals is not due to
decreased transcription (Figure S7B). Similarly, overexpression
of CadN in rich mutant clones does not rescue the targeting
phenotypes (Figure S8). We also did not observe any obvious
accumulation of CadN in PR axons or PR cell bodies (Figures
8A–8C and 8A0–8C0; data not shown), suggesting that mistraf-
ficked CadN is degraded. The selective disruption of CadN
among the tested proteins suggests that the different proteins
required for targeting use different trafficking routes.
To determine whether the subcellular localization of CadN is
also regulated by Rich in other cells than PRs, we examined
rich mutant phenotypes in the developing eye. Each omma-
tidium consists of twenty cells, including four cone cells. The
cone cells form a plate on the top of the photoreceptors, and
previous studies have shown that CadN is localized at the
Figure 5. rich Is Required for Synaptic Specificity of R7
Single optic section taken through a medulla of either (A and A0)
control (ey3.5FLP; Act > Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / UAS-SytGFP;
FRT80B M (3), tub-Gal80 / FRT80B iso) or (B and B0) rich mutant
(ey3.5FLP; Act > Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80BM (3),
tub-Gal80 / FRT80B rich1) animals.
(A0 and B0) are the enlarged images of the boxed region in (A) and
(B). Many of the mutant R7 cells fail to target to the M6 layers
(arrows).
(C) Quantification of the R7 targeting defects in the ey3.5 animals
(0 in control n = 159; 74% ± 16% in rich n = 175) illustrated in (A)
and (B).
(D) 62.5% ± 22% (n = 37) R7 cells fail to target to the correct layer
even when they are surrounded by the wild-type R7 and R8
neighbors. The small inset illustrates the single R7 mutant clone
(see also Figure S4).
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Rich Regulates PR Cell Targeting and CadN via Rab6adherens junction of cone cell interfaces and plays a role in regu-
lating cone cell patterns. We therefore created mutant clones of
rich in cone cells and stained for CadN in developing eyes 36 hr
APF (Figures 8G0–8H0). We did not observe any obvious changes
of CadN distribution between cone cells in wild-type and mutant
cells. These data indicate that Rich regulates CadN in a cell type
specific manner.
Loss of CadN leads to defects in cartridge formation in lamina
and mistargeting of R7 cells (Lee et al., 2001), similar to the
defects we observed in rich and Rab6 mutants, suggesting
that Rich and Rab6 function in a common pathway to regulate
CadN trafficking. To test this, we removed one copy of CadN
from eyFLP; rich1 or eyFLP; rich2 mutant animals. Loss of one
copy of CadN greatly enhanced the targeting phenotype of the
hypomorphic allele rich2 but not the of the null allele rich1,
providing further evidence that rich and CadN function in
a common pathway (Figures 8I–8L). Moreover, homozygous
double mutants for rich and CadN exhibit very similar pheno-
types to CadN mutants. The data therefore indicate that Rich
and Rab6 regulate CadN trafficking to affect axon target selec-
tion in the eye. To assess the specificity of this genetic interac-
tion we also tested weather rich interacted genetically with other
genes, including DLAR, liprin a, or Jeb. We did not observe any
interactions between rich andDLAR, liprin a, or Jeb (Figure S6B),
consistent with our previous data.
CadN is broadly expressed in the fly CNS and also plays
important roles in determining synaptic specificity of olfactory
receptor neurons (ORNs) (Hummel and Zipursky, 2004; Zhu
and Luo, 2004). To test whether rich and Rab6 mutants exhibit
similar phenotypes in other neurons we focused on the ORNs.NeuroIn Drosophila, around 1500 ORNs are present in the
antenna and the maxillary palps. The ORNs send their
axons into the antennal lobe (AL), where they form
around 50 highly organized neuropilar structures, the
glomeruli (Laissue et al., 1999). The axons of ORNs
in CadNmutant typically target the appropriate region
of the AL but fail to converge on a single glomerulus
and instead spread out on the surface of different
glomeruli (Hummel and Zipursky, 2004; Zhu and Luo,
2004). We generated mosaic flies with rich or Rab6mutant ORN andwild-type AL targets using theMARCMsystem.
eyFLP was used to induce mitotic recombination in the ORN
progenitor cells but not their targets (Hummel and Zipursky,
2004). To distinguish different subclasses of ORNs, different
olfactory receptor Gal4s were used to label the mutant ORNs.
We tested three different subclasses of ORNs, including two
from the antenna (OR22a, Or47b) and one from maxillary palps
(Or46a). These three ORNs were previously shown to require
CadN to establish proper connections with their targets (Hummel
and Zipursky, 2004). In both rich and Rab6 mutants, the AL
Or47b and Or46a neurons fail to converge their axons into
a single glomerulus, very similar to CadN mutants, indicating
that rich, Rab6, and CadN regulate a common process in the
antenna (Figure S8C). However, the Or22a neurons do not
have any obvious defects when rich or Rab6 is lost (Figure S8C),
in contrast to CadN mutants. Hence, the ORNs seem to have
different sensitivities to a reduction in CadN. The difference
among the Or47b, the Or46a, and the Or22a neurons in rich
and Rab6 mutants may reflect this difference.DISCUSSION
Here, we report the identification of mutations in rich, a gene that
is evolutionarily conserved from worms to human. rich is
required for synaptic specificity in Drosophila eyes and olfactory
receptor neurons and acts together with Rab6. Our data define
a role for Rich and Rab6 in regulating axon targeting in the eye
by regulating CadN trafficking in a subset of neurons to control
target specificity.n 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 453
Figure 6. Rich Is Enriched in Golgi Apparatus and
Colocalizes with Rab6
(A–C; A0–C0) S2 cells expressing V5-tagged Rich were
stained with anti-V5 (red) and different Golgi markers
(green): GM130 (A and A0), SYX16 (B and B0), and 120KD
protein (C and C0 ). (A0)–(C0) are the enlarged images of the
boxed regions in images (A)–(C). Noticed that Rich is
expressed in punctae that are colocalized or juxtaposed to
the Golgi markers, indicating that Rich is enriched in Golgi
apparatus.
(D and D0) S2 cells expressing V5-tagged Rich and YFP
tagged Rab6 were stained with anti-V5 (red) and anti-GFP
(green) antibody. Rich and Rab6 are substantially
colocalized in S2 cells. (D0) is the enlarged image of the
boxed region in (D).
(E and E0) Staining of salivary gland cells from a rescued
animal (HA-Rich-gRE::VK37; FRT80B rich1) with anti-HA
(red: shows the pattern of Rich) and anti-120KD protein
(green). Rich partially colocalizes with the 120KD protein,
indicating Rich is enriched in the Golgi when it is
expressed at the endogenous level. (E0) is the enlarged
image of the boxed region in (E).
(F and F0) Rich is enriched in the Golgi of photoreceptor
cells. Eye disc of a rescued animal (HA-Rich-gRE::VK37;
FRT80B rich1) at 24 hr after pupal formation was stained
with anti-HA (red), anti-120KD (green). (F0) The colocalized
signals of HA and 120KD protein shown in (F) were
analyzed with the ImageJ and indicated with a pseudo-
color (white).
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Rab6 has been implicated in multiple membrane trafficking
pathway and numerous ‘‘downstream’’ effectors have been
identified (Valente et al., 2010). However, the ‘‘upstream’’ regula-
tors have not yet been identified in higher eukaryotes. The Ric1p
forms a complex with Rgp1p in yeast and promotes GTP
exchange for the yeast Rab6 homolog Ypt6 (Siniossoglou
et al., 2000). Surprisingly, although Rab6 family proteins are
highly conserved (similarity between Rab6 and Ypt6 is 84%),
the Ric1p and Rgp1p only exhibit limited similarity with the fly
and vertebrate homologs (Figure 3B). In addition, fly Rich
contains several WD40 domains not found in the yeast protein,
yet both the RIC1 andWD40 domains bind to Rab6. Importantly,
rich and Rab6 show obvious genetic interactions and similarities
in phenotypes in flies. However, we were not able to detect GTP
exchange activity of Rich, nor were we able to find an interaction
between Rich and the Drosophila Rgp1p like protein. Therefore,
it is likely that Rich is using other interactors to regulate Rab6
activity. Moreover, we found that Rich/Rab6 regulates CadN
trafficking in a cell type specific manner, yet both Rab6 and
Rich are broadly expressed in brains. Hence, the other Rich
interactors might be key to modulate Rab6 activity differentially
in various cell types.
Rab6 and CadN Trafficking
In the medulla, several cell surface proteins have been identified
that regulate R7 or R8 targeting in a cell-type-specific manner.
For example, CadN (Lee et al., 2001), as well as DLAR (Clandinin
et al., 2001) and PTP69D (Newsome et al., 2000), mainly regulate
R7 but not R8 synaptic specificity. On the other hand, Jeb
(Bazigou et al., 2007), together with Flamingo (fmi) (Senti et al.,454 Neuron 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.2003) and Golden goal (gogo) (Tomasi et al., 2008) direct R8
but not R7 targeting. The expression patterns of these cell
surface molecules are broad, whereas their cell type specific
functions are quite defined. It is therefore likely that these
proteins depend on a regulated set of trafficking rules to achieve
synaptic specificity. However, so far, only Sec15 has been
shown to affect synaptic specificity, and in sec15 mutants, the
synaptic specificity of both R7 and R8 are affected (Mehta
et al., 2005).
Here, we established a role for two proteins that have not yet
been implicated in trafficking of important cell surface proteins in
the CNS like CadN. The role of CadN at numerous synapses has
been extensively studied (Dalva et al., 2007; Ting and Lee, 2007)
but themolecular pathways bywhich CadN is trafficked have not
yet been identified. Our data indicate that both Rich and Rab6
regulate in a specific manner the function of CadN to mediate
R7 but not R8 target specificity. Similarly, synapse specificity
of ORNs is selectively affected in a subpopulation of ORNs.
Moreover, in the visual system, none of the other tested proteins
(DLAR, PTP69D, and Jeb) are mislocalized in rich and Rab6
mutants. We find this specificity surprising as Rab6 is known
to play multiple roles in membrane trafficking. It controls not
only retrograde transport from the endosome to the Golgi or
from the Golgi to the ER (Del Nery et al., 2006; Girod et al.,
1999; White et al., 1999; Yano et al., 2005) but also targeting of
secretory vesicles to the plasma membrane (Grigoriev et al.,
2007) and affects localization of Yolkless and Gurken to the
oocyte membrane in flies (Coutelis and Ephrussi, 2007). Hence,
it is possible that many different proteins that are required for
synaptic specificity use unique trafficking routes. It has been
previously shown that overexpression of a dominant-negative
Figure 7. Rich Interacts with Rab6 and Positively Regulates Rab6 Activity in Fly Eyes
(A) The ERG profiles of control animals (CTL) (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ; FRT40A iso / FRT40A cl) and Rab6 mutant animals (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ; FRT40A Rab6D23D /
FRT40A cl). Rab6 mutants have no ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ transients but exhibit a normal depolarization.
(B, B0, C, and C0) A portion (18.8% ± 3%, n = 265) of the R7 cells in the Rab6 mutant animals (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ; FRT40A Rab6D23D/FRT40A cl; PanR7 Gal4/
UAS-SytGFP) fail to target to theM6 layers as the controls (y w eyFLPGMRlacZ; FRT40A iso / FRT40A cl; PanR7Gal4 / UAS-SytGFP), but instead terminate at the
M3 layers. The R7 cells were labeled with pan-R7 GFP (green). The arrows indicate mistargeted R7s. (B0 and C0) are the enlarged images of the boxed regions in
images (B) and (C).
(D) Quantification of the mistargeting R7s in Rab6 mutants.
(E–H) Loss of one copy ofRab6 enhanced the phenotype of the hypomorphic allele rich2 but not the phenotype of the null allele rich1, indicating that Rich andRab6
function in the same pathway. Single optic sections of medulla in rich1 (E) (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ; PanR7 Gal4 / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80B rich1 / FRT80B cl); rich2 (F)
(y w eyFLP GMRlacZ; PanR7 Gal4 / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80B rich2 / FRT80B cl); rich2 with one copy of Rab6 (G) (y w eyFLP GMRlacZ / UAS-SytGFP; PanR7 Gal4 /
FRT40A Rab6D23D; FRT80B rich2 / FRT80B cl); and rich1with one copy ofRab6 (H) (y w eyFLPGMRlacZ / UAS-SytGFP; PanR7Gal4 / FRT40A Rab6D23D; FRT80B
rich1 / FRT80B cl). The R7 cells were labeled with pan-R7 GFP (green) and 24B10 staining indicates the projection patterns of the photoreceptor cells.
(I and J) Expression of Rab6CA but not Rab6DN suppresses the targeting phenotypes of rich1 mutant, indicating Rich positively regulates Rab6. Single optic
sections of medulla in control animals (I) (y w eyFLP; Act > Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80BM (3), tub-Gal80 / FRT 80B iso); rich1mutants (J) (y w eyFLP;
Act > Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80b M (3), tub-Gal80 / FRT 80B rich1); rich1 mutants in which the constitutively active form of Rab6 (Rab6CA) is
expressed in the mutant cells (y w eyFLP / UAS-YFPRab6 Q71L; Act > Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / CyO; FRT80BM (3), tub-Gal80 / FRT 80B rich1); and rich1 in which the
dominant negative form of Rab6 (Rab6DN) is expressed in the mutant cells (eyFLP; Act > Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / UAS-YFPRab6 T26N; FRT80B M (3), tub-Gal80 /
FRT 80B rich1). Projection patterns are shown with 24B10 staining. The arrows indicate the mistargeted R cells.
(M) Quantification of the R7 targeting phenotypes in the mutants illustrated in (E)–(H). 19.7% ± 3% (n = 268) R7 cells in rich1 mutant (E); 8.5% ± 2% (n = 329) R7
cells in rich2mutants (F) fail to target to the correct layer. Upon removing one copy ofRab6, 19.0%± 3% (n = 308) R7 cells in rich1 (H) and 17.0%± 3% (n = 483) R 7
cells in rich2 (G) fail to target to the correct layers.
(N) Quantification of the R7 targeting phenotypes in the flies illustrated in (I)–(L). In rich1 mutants (J), 20.24% ± 2% (n = 252) R7 cells fail to target to the
corresponding layer. In the rich1 mutant with Rab6CA expression animals (K), 7.69% ± 3% (n = 296) R7 cells fail to target to the correct layer. In the rich1 mutant
with Rab6DN expression animals (L), 20.8% ± 4% (n = 233) R7 cells fail to target to the correct layer.
(O) GST pull-down experiments show that both the RIC1 domain and the WD40 domain interact with Rab6 physically. The RIC1 and WD40 domain have high
affinity for thewild-type Rab6 andRab6DN but have low affinity for the Rab6CA. 1/10 input of the RIC1 domain andWD40 domain were loaded as control (see also
Figure S5).
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Figure 8. Rich, Rab6, and CadN Function in a Common Pathway
(A–F0) N-Cadherin is reduced in the lamina of rich and Rab6mutants. Single optic slides of lamina of the fly eye at 24 hr APF stained with anti-CadN (red), 24B10
(blue), and GFP (green, mark the mutant cells). (A–C and A0–C0) show a side view of the lamina. (D–F and D0–F0) show a frontal view of the lamina. (A, A0, D, and D0)
CTL (y w eyFLP; Act > Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80B M (3), tub-Gal80 / FRT 80B iso). (B, B0, E, and E0) rich1 mutant (y w eyFLP; Act >
Gal4 UAS-SytGFP / UAS-SytGFP; FRT80b M (3), tub-Gal80 / FRT 80B rich1). (C, C0, F, and F0) Rab6mutant (y w eyFLP; FRT40A tub-Gal80 / FRT40A Rab6D23D;
tubGal4 / UAS-SytGFP). (A0–F0) are red channels (CadN) of (A)–(F).
(G–H0) CadN distribution is not affected in rich1 mutant cone cells. The pupal eye discs at 36 hr APF were stained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-CadN (red)
antibody. Themutant cells weremarkedwith CD8GFP. The animal genotypes are: CTL (yw eyFLP; Act >UAS-SytGFP / UAS-CD8GFP; FRT80BM (3), tub-Gal80 /
FRT80B iso). rich1 (y w eyFLP; Act > UAS-SytGFP / UAS-CD8GFP; FRT80B M (3), tub-Gal80 / FRT 80B rich1).
(I) The R7 cell targeting patterns of rich1 and rich2 upon removal of one copy of CadN (y w eyFLP/ UAS-SytGFP; FRT40A CadN405 / PanR7 Gal4; FRT80B rich1 /
FRT80B cl; and y w eyFLP / UAS-SytGFP; FRT40A CadN405 / PanR7 Gal4; FRT80B rich2 / FRT80B cl). Compared with Figures 7E and 7F, removal of one copy of
CadN enhances the R7 targeting phenotypes of the hypomorphic allele rich2 but not the phenotypes of the null allele rich1, indicating Rich and CadN function in
a same pathway to regulate R7 targeting.
(J) The quantification of R7 targeting phenotypes of rich1 mutants (Figure 7E), rich2 mutants (Figure 7F) and mutants of rich1 and rich2 with one copy of CadN.
Upon removal of one copy ofCadN, 19.6% ± 2% (n = 384) of R7 cells in rich1 and 19.0%± 2% (n = 493) of R7 cells in rich2mutants fail to target to the correct layer.
(K) The CadN, rich1 double mutants have similar eye targeting phenotypes as CadN single mutants. The genotypes are: (CTL) y w eyFLP;; FRT80B cl ubi-GFP /
FRT80B iso. (rich1): y w eyFLP;; FRT80B cl ubi-GFP / FRT80B rich1. (CadN): y w eyFLP; FRT40A CadND14 / FRT40A ubi-GFP. (CadN; rich1): y w eyFLP; FRT40A
rich-gRE::VK37 / FRT40A CadND14; FRT80B rich1 / 3L6 deletion.
(L) Quantification of mistargeted R7 of control flies (CTL): 0%, n = 458; rich1mutants, 18.9% ± 3.9%, n = 450;CadNmutants, 24.6% ± 2.2%, n = 244;CadN; rich1
mutants: 24.4% ± 1.6%, n = 237.
See also Figure S6–S8.
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pression induces an age-dependent retinal degeneration. How-
ever, we did not observe a retinal degeneration in both rich and
Rab6 mutant eye clones based on ERGs and TEM in 1-day-old
and 3-week-old flies.456 Neuron 71, 447–459, August 11, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.Since Rab6 is not only involved in retrograde trafficking
(Del Nery et al., 2006; Girod et al., 1999; White et al., 1999;
Yano et al., 2005), but also regulates exocytosis (Grigoriev
et al., 2007), it remains to be determined how CadN is mistraf-
ficked. It has been reported that CadN undergoes constitutive
Neuron
Rich Regulates PR Cell Targeting and CadN via Rab6endocytosis in hippocampal neurons which may be affected by
Rich/Rab6. Alternatively, the cell surface presentation of newly
synthesized CadN may require Rab6-dependent exocytosis.
Upon activation of NMDA receptors, the rate of CadN endocy-
tosis is significantly reduced in hippocampus neurons, resulting
in the accumulation of CadN at the cell surface (Tai et al., 2007). It
is possible that Rich/Rab6 is required for this activity as well.
CadN Trafficking and Synaptic Specificity
Neural circuit assembly is a complex process. The conventional
model of synaptic specificity is that axons and their target bear
labels that act as ‘‘locks and keys’’ to match pre- and postsyn-
aptic partners. This model assumes that each neuron has
its unique identifier that is critical to specify its synapses
Recent studies suggest that alternative splicing of Dscam and
protocadherins (Pcdhs), provide unique identifiers to recognize
self versus nonself, but they do not seem to play a critical role
in defining synaptic specificity (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010). In
many cases, the specificity seems to be mediated by repeated
use of a few key molecules like CadN. Hence, local quantitative
differences of these key adhesionmolecule affect synaptic spec-
ificity. In flies, the CadN expression pattern is very dynamic in the
developing medulla (Nern et al., 2008). CadN is required in each
lamina neuron for specific aspects of targeting. The subtle differ-
ence in cell surface levels of CadN in different cell types enables
this widely expressed protein to mediate specific local interac-
tions during circuit assembly (Nern et al., 2008). It remains an
enigma how the quantitative difference of CadN on the cell
surface is achieved. Our data suggest that CadN trafficking via
Rich/Rab6modulates synaptic specificity in a subset of neurons,
thereby providing a remarkable specificity for a Rab when




We generated a genomic rescue construct including a 7.5 kb fragment
retrieved from BACR48E10 (BACPAC resources) in attB-P[acman]-ApR using
recombineering as described (Venken et al., 2006). The 3XHA-tagged genomic
rescue constructwas generated byPCRamplification of the genomic fragment
and introduction of an AgeI site before the ATG start codon of CG9063. Trans-
genes were obtained by germline transformation using phiC31 mediated
transgenesis in theVK37docking site on the secondchromosome. Togenerate
the V5 tagged expression vector of full length, WD40, or RIC1 domain of Rich
protein, we amplified the cDNA fragments from the cDNA clone (GH03694)
using PCRand inserted these fragments into the pAc-V5His (Invitrogen) vector.
We also constructed expression vectors for GST fusion proteins containing
Rab6WT, Rab6CA, and Rab6DN by PCR amplifying Rab6 fragments from
pUASYFPRab6, Rab6CA, and RabDN (Zhang et al., 2007), respectively, and
inserting the PCR fragments into the pGEX4T-1 vector.
Genetics
rich mutants were isolated from an eyFLP ethane methylsulfonate (EMS)
screen as described previously (Ohyama et al., 2007). The rough mapping
using P element meiotic recombination was performed as described (Bellen
et al., 2004; Zhai et al., 2003). The genotypes of the fly strains generated in
the paper are described in Supplemental Information.
Immunohistochemistry
Eye discs, salivary gland, and larval, pupal, and adult brains were fixed in
PBS with 3.7% formaldehyde for 20 min, followed by washing with PBX(PBS + 0.4% Triton X-100) three times. The tissues were incubated with
primary antibody overnight in 4C followed by extensive washing and incu-
bated with second antibody for 2 hr. at RT. For pupal and adult brains, we
also incubated with second antibody overnight at 4C. After extensive washing
the samples were mounted in vectorshield followed by microscopy. S2 cells
were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 10 min, and both the primary and
secondary antibody incubation was 1hr at RT.
S2 Cell Transfection
S2 cells were cultured under standard conditions. The transfections were per-
formed using Lipofectamin LTX (Invitrogen). Two days after transfection, the
cells were harvested and used for staining, GST pull-down, GEF activity, or
immunoprecipitation assay.
GST Pull-Down and Western Blot
S2 cells were transfected with either pAcRIC1 or pAcWD40. The cell lysate
was made by incubating cells in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0],
100 mM NaCl, 10 mM NaF, 1 mM Na3VO4,1% NP40, 10% glycerol, protease
inhibitor tablets [Roche]) for 30 min followed by centrifuging at 14,000 rpm for
10 min at 4C. GST fusion proteins were made as described in the manufac-
turer’s manual. The Sepharose beads with GST or GST fusion Rab6, Rab6CA,
or Rab6 DN were incubated with the cell lysate for 1 hr at RT and followed by
washing 3 times with lysis buffer. The resulting beads-protein complexes were
resolved with SDS-PAGE. The western blot was performed as described
before. The anti-V5 antibody (Invitrogen) dilution is 1:5,000.
Immunoprecipitation (IP)
The IP experiments were performed as described before (Tong and Jiang,
2007). The anti-V5 antibody (Invitrogen) (dilution: 1:250) was used to pull
down the yRic1p or Rich protein.
ERG Recording
ERG recordings were performed as described before (Verstreken et al., 2003).
Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEM was performed as described previously (Verstreken et al., 2003). For PR
terminal distribution, PR terminal was determined by presence of capitate
projections.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes eight figures and Supplemental Experi-
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